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"Mother Nature" has me completely fooled now! Is it the tail end of winter...or
spring?? And, will we have some rain, or not ?? Your guess is as good as
mine, at this point.
Our guild is certainly "blooming". The 2023 Op Quilt team is actually ahead of
schedule! Shirley and Renee are amazing !!!! Betty is on track with Quilt Show
meetings; read her progress report in this issue, and please be ready to participate
and help with our show in October. Susanne (Lee) has lined up some interesting
and "beginner-friendly" speakers and programs. Betty continues to come up with
challenging designs for our Block of the Month feature, while Renee's Mystery Quilt
keeps us all wondering what this project will look like ?! And the Audit Committee
is going to meet soon for their first "quarterly audit". Please read more about all of
these things in their notices in this issue.

While all this is going on, we need to remember our friends in the guild. Dottie and Larry Kauffman are relocating to
Modesto on May 1. Jo Syphax is recovering at home now. Jane Ahrens (our Sharing/Caring Chairman) and our board
members can only reach out to those we know about, so please keep us informed ... so we can reach out with a card to
those who would appreciate one.
Please mark the 2nd Saturdays on your calendars, and join us for our monthly meetings. Programs are interesting, and
classes are always informative....and fun!! And the snacks are delicious !!!!!!
See you at the meeting in May... 5/14, 10:00am, Lkpt Sr Ctr.............. quilting hugs, jane a

Birthdays
Sharon Burger, 5/18
Carol Corwin Weiss, 5/23
Betty Fessler, 5/5
Kerry Hansing, 5/26

Barbara Peebles, 5/1
Charlene Younker, 5/4
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Sit and Sew — Susanne Scholz
Guild provides an opportunity for you to bring a project and stay at the Senior Center following the meetings to work
on it. Bring a machine if you like or hand work. The idea is to offer a chance for fellowship and information
sharing. For additional information contact Susanne 707-245-6007.

The Picnic Quilt
or
When denim gets old – Make a Quilt
By Linda Morrison

During Sit and Sew in May I will be available to work
with those who want to make the quilt. It is a fun quilt
that is intended for outside use. Go for a picnic, go to
the beach, lay it out when changing a tire. I keep
mine in the car for when I need it.

?? Mystery Quilt — Renee Schultz-Hein
All participants in the Mystery Quilt project should bring their block(s) to the meeting where they will get "the next step".
Renee will stay after the meeting to work with quilters.

Hospitality — Gayle Coyle, Barbara Dore’
The Hospitality Committee wants to remind everyone that the May meeting will be a celebration of the Guild's birthday.
We would like to have an abundance of yummy food to share but only 11 people have signed up. If your last name
starts with the letters A to L we ask that you bring something to add to our birthday table. We usually have about 50
people in attendance. So far we have
MAIN DISHES
Pat Dandy
Quepha Arnold
Pam Ayle

$$

SIDES OR FRUIT
Nanette Ettinger
Barbara Haddon
Suzanne Hoyt

SALAD
JoAnne Andreson
Rachel Heher
Cheryl Jones-Murray

DESERTS
(We will be having a
cake also)
Pat Dandy

Ways & Means (LakeWorks) — Gail Coyle

As always, looking for items to sell. If you have items please text Gail at 707-245-9903 and she will meet you
in downtown Lakeport to pick them up or bring to a meeting. Thank you to all the members who donated
items to sell.
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Programs — Suzanne Lee
May Lecture: Playing with Precuts — It’s about a variety of ways to use precut packs.
Colleen Granger will be celebrating our guild’s Birthday Party with us. Colleen is a fun and
inspiring innovator. She will have us laughing in no time.
Class: Ninja Star + other Granger UFO’s

(Tip: If you’ve been wanting to learn

about paper piecing, this workshop is for you!)

Ninja Star is a paper-pieced project that is created into sections. The
sections then create rings. The rings are layered to make the final circle...NO set in seams! You can choose 2, 9, or 18 fabrics to create your
unique design. Leave the design as a circle or topstitch it onto a back-

June

Speaker: Kim Brownell: Yes, You Can Put It on Your Quilt

Workshop: Jigsaw Puzzle Technique: Sunrise/Sunsets

Membership — Shery Loewen
Please welcome our new member: Daphne Alexander. So glad you have joined us!

Web Editor — Lan Ali-Adeeb - orchid030@yahoo.com
A message to Guild's Chairwomen: Please send me documents (PDF, Word, Excel, picture, etc.) if you
want to post any announcement/information related to your area.

Quilt Show — Betty Fessler
Meetings will remain at the 3rd Monday of each month at 10AM thru
September upstairs in the community room of Umpqua Bank, Lakeport.

We still need people to volunteer to chair quilt show committees. We need someone for each of the
following: Entry Form Input, Parade, Publicity, Quilt Hanging and Takedown, Quilt Layout, Quilt Stories Pinning, Bid Sheets and First Aid.

Community Service — Lan Ali-Adeeb, Lianna Jo Burger & Shery Loewen
We have been giving out 8-10 baby quilts each month per hospital request. Quilt kits will be
available to be signed out at our monthly quilt meeting.
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Block Of the Month (BOM) — Betty Fessler

BIRD OF PARADISE — DUE AT MAY MEETING
12½" unfinished, 12" finished
All squares are 2½ inches. There are 8
white squares and 6 each of two other colors. You will need 2 rectangle strips of each
fabric, folded wrong sides together, and cut to
3 x 4½ inches. Then you can place the template on the long side of the rectangle and cut
your triangles. You get two triangles, one for
each direction from the first cut, then rotate
your template around, reline up on the other long edge and cut another set.
That gives you four triangles in total in the two non-white fabrics and 8 white triangles. See template above. I
trace mine onto 4mm stencil plastic stencils at the April meeting! Remember by folding the fabric wrong sides
together you can cut both directions of the triangles that you will need at once!
On the triangles I seam with a scant ¼ inch. Check you block measurements and adjust if you needed before the
next part! I suggest that you put all your four patches together first, note that there is a four-patch in the center of
the block made with the two non-white colors. These should all measure at 4½ inches square! Next make your
rectangles again by attaching the color triangles to their white triangles, note that the small end of the white triangles goes to the longer end of the colored triangle, these should end up being 2½ x 4½ inches! Make sure the
straight edge of the triangles is next to its colored square as in the picture! then following the picture for the first
row take the same color triangle rectangle block as the color four patch and attack it to the four-patch, only two
of the triangles will be able to attach correctly to any of the four patches, remember you have both left and right
facing triangles! Next sew the other colored four patch and colored triangle for the other side of the first row. For
the second row you will be sewing two for the triangle rectangle blocks together by sewing the white fabric together and then attaching them to the center four patch making sure color goes to the color matching itself. Recheck your row sizes they should be 12½ x 4½ inches trim if needed. Now you can sew row 1 to row 2. Then make
row 3 noting that you will start with the opposite color as you did with row one but making it the same way as you
did row 1, noting that triangle blocks are in the opposite direction. Size the row and when done sew it to the bottom of row 2. I pressed my seams open throughout the entire block, it makes it easier to match points.

DEVIL'S CLAW BLOCK — DUE AT JUNE MEETING
This block is not what I considered hard but it is a bit complicated. I've tried to make
the instructions for both those who purchased the Cre ative Grids 45 and 90 degree Flying
Geese ruler from Colleen Grangerat our last Quilt Show, and also included instructions for
those who don't have the ruler. It is separated into several sections starting with the initial
cutting of required pieces either with ruler or not. Second making the 8 Flying Geese subblocks. Then making the 4 "On Point Square in a Square" sub-blocks, then assembling the 5
columns, and sewing the columns together to make the final Devils Claw Block! It requires 2
full pages of directions! It is one of my favorite Red and White Quilt Blocks. Everyone will
need to read all the directions first, probably twice! When making the Flying Geese there are
assembly directions that apply to both with and without ruler pieces. I will be happy to go
over any questions at the Quilt Meeting and will have the ruler with me and some examples of the pieces for assembly of the sub
-blocks. I believe even new quilters can achieve this block with accurate cutting, following directions, and patience! I made two
blocks, one with the ruler and one without the ruler, The first one took me 4+ hours after cutting because there were no directions other then cutting The second block took about 2+ hours because I'd figured out how to assemble it already, and only needed to recut with non-Flying Geese Ruler pieces, to make sure it could be fairly easily done.
Continue to page 5
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DEVIL'S CLAW BLOCK

Continued from page 4

12 ½ “ unfinished, 12 “ finished
Let’s make a Red and White Quilt! One block can be made from 2 fat quarters. There will be two sets of instructions for this block, one is based on the “Creative Grids Non-Slip Multi Size 6” Flying Geese and 45/90 degree Triangle ruler”, you may have purchased it at last year’s quilt show in Colleen’s booth if you attended my
demo on easy flying geese. It’s perfect for the 8 flying geese sub blocks, which are all round the outside of this
block!
With the White Fabric;
Cut 4 - 2 5/8” squares for the “on point square in a square sub-blocks”
Then cut enough 2” strips from the fabric to subcut; 4 - 2” squares & 4 - 2 X 3 ½” rectangles
Flying Geese w/ruler instructions; Cut and fold 2” strips in half so you can subcut white center triangles,
this is the large triangle in the center of the flying geese block, press them so they stick together slightly, then
place them on your cutting board and line up the 90 degree triangle on top of the strip with the 2” mark at the
bottom of the strip, the top of the ruler should be at the top of your strip, cut down both sides and set aside the
partial pieces at the beginning, they are scraps, now move the first triangles aside and flip your ruler around
aligning on the new edge of the strip, top down, and cut the second side of the next set of triangles, then flip
your ruler around so it lines up and repeat, until you have 4 sets of 2 triangles for a total of 8 triangles.
Without the ruler; Cut 2 - 4 1/4” squares and subcut into 8 triangles by cutting each square twice diagonally.
With the Red Fabric;
Cut 5 – 3 ½” squares
Cut 8 – 2 3/8” squares, you may increase to 2 1/5” inch squares, to give yourself more wiggle room, subcut into
half square triangles by cutting once diagonally. These are for the “square in a square” sub-blocks!
Red fabric cutting with the flying geese ruler;
If using printed fabric fold the strip wrong sides together, if using solids it doesn’t matter.
Cut enough 2” strips to fold in half and make 16 – 45 degree triangles, You will make two at a time, using the
same technique as before, but with the 45 degree portion of the ruler lined up on the 2” mark on the bottom of
the strip.
Without the flying geese ruler;
Cut an additional 8 – 2 3/8” red squares subcut into half square triangles again, you may increase to 2 ½ inch
red squares, Cut diagonally once, giving you 16 more red triangles for use in the flying geese sub-blocks
Tally count; you should have; 4 white - 2 inch squares, 4 white - 2 X 3 ½ inch rectangles, 4 white - 2 5/8 inch
squares, 8 white large center triangles for Flying geese blocks, 5 red - 3 1/5 inch squares., and, 32 red smaller
triangles, at least 16 cut from the 2 3/8 inch to 2 ½ inch red squares,
Use a scant ¼ seam on all triangles. With walking foot on your sewing machine first lets make the Flying
Geese. The advantage to the ruler is that you have both a built in seam allowance with a straight edge instead of
an angle to start sewing on.
With the ruler: Take your large white center triangle point up and place one of the 45 degree red triangles
along the angle side with the flat point also up at the top of the center triangle and match the angle, you will
most likely see a peak of the red triangle at the top of the center if your white side is up, then sew together from
the top down using a scant ¼, or just inside the ¼ inch line on your plate or foot, taking advantage of that
straight edge to start. Once you have sewn on one side on all 8 center triangles, finger press them open, then
line up on the other side with other 8 red 45 degree triangles the same way, matching the flat points with the top
edge at the top of the center triangle again and sew all the second sides of the geese together. Finger press
open again and trim all blocks to 2 X 3 1/2 inches, making sure you have a ¼ inch of red above the white center triangle. Without the ruler: You will use the 8 white triangles you made with the 4 1/4” blocks as your
centers and 16 of the red triangles you made with the 2 3/8” square cut into half square triangles. Trim again
making sure you have ¼ inch above the white top of the center triangle.
Now let’s make the “on point square in a square” sub-blocks, Remember to seam with a scant ¼”! Take
your white 2 5/8” squares and fold in half both horizontally and vertically and finger press only at the edges on
Continue on page 6
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Continued from page 5

DEVIL'S CLAW BLOCK
all 4 sides. Then get one of the half square triangles you made from the red 2 3/8” squares and fold it in half along
the longest edge and finger press at the edge.. Match that edge mark on the red triangle with one of the center edge marks on one
of the white 2 5/8” squares, align and sew together. Repeat on all the other white 2 5/8 inch squares. Match another red triangle to the opposite edge on the white squares by folding the red triangle in half and finger pressing at the edge
and matching it to the center line on the white squares. Sew then Finger press both red triangles up. Repeat for the other two sides. On these I start trim by cutting one side down to the ¼” seam allowance above the white point while the rest of the
3 ½ “ marks on your ruler are still on the block., repeat same, for each side. Block should be a 3 1/5” square. Now Tally count again; 4 – 2” white squares, 4 white – 2 X 3 1/2 inch rectangles. 8 “ Flying Geese” sub-blocks, 5 red – 3 ½
inch blocks, and 4 - “on point Square in a Square sub-blocks”.
Now we can assemble these blocks into columns. Let’s start with columns 1 & 5. So I started with the 2” white
square placed on top of a 2 X 3 ½” flying geese block . making sure the white points were facing in, and sewed
them together. Repeat once. After that I sewed the next 2 white 2” squares to the bottom of two more of the
flying geese blocks, white points in. Now sew the 2 X 3
1/5 inch white rectangles between the two flying geese so that the strips end up with a white 2” block on the top
and bottom of the column with both flying geese facing the same direction and with a white 2 X 3 ½ inch rectangle in the center. You’ve just made the left and right sides of the final block! One is the first column and the other
flipped around is the fifth column.
Now on to columns 2 & 4. Next you take another Flying Geese block, white points down this time and attached
it to one of the 3 ½” red squares, do this four times attaching one flying geese to each of 4 of the 3 ½” red
squares. Take two of these new sub-blocks and attach one of the “square in a square “ blocks between the two
on the sides opposite the Flying Geese blocks. You should now have the second column sewn with the order
of Flying Geese white point down, a 3 1/2” red square, a “Square in a Square” sub-block, another 3 ½” red
square, and ending with a Flying Geese white point up! Now do the same with the other two Flying Geese subblocks, a 3 ½” red square and another “Square in a Square sub-block, completing column 2 and 4.

Lastly for column 3, the middle column I attached a white 2 X 3” rectangle to the top of a “Square in a Square”
sub-block for both the remaining two white rectangles. Then attach the last 3 ½” red square between the two
“Square in a Square” blocks. So you will have a rectangle on the top and bottom of this finished column #
3. Next press the columns, pressing the all the triangles flat against whatever non-triangle block they were attached to! Trim as needed. When attaching one column to the next, this is where I pinned at each seam and at the
center where the Flying Geese or Square in a Square point hits the center of the 3 ½” red block. However, when
pressing the columns after sewing together, I pressed open to decrease the bulk. Line your columns up having
pressed them, all Flying Geese white points should face into the 3 ½” red squares. I attached the two outer columns together first on both sides. Then attach the center column between them both. This single final block
should be 12 1/5 inches square unfinished! Finished would mean no seam allowances showing on the block,
when sewn into a quilt, it can become finished!

Classifieds

For sale: Janome Master Craft 6600 Pro. It is a work horse and is in excellent
condition. It includes all the attachments that came with it when purchased (minus
1), the manual, and a roller bag. I had it serviced within the last month at Village
Sewing Center. My husband bought me a Bernina for Christmas. Call Suzanne
Hoyt 707-570-9124.
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Ladies of the Lake Quilt Guild
General Meeting Minutes April 9 2022

Board members present: Pam Ayle, Suzanne Lee, Jane Alameda, Carol Maxwell
Meeting called to order at: 10:06 am

Membership Report: Lan Ali-Adeeb
Treasurer’s Report: Shery 43 present, 1 new member, 3 guests Jackie, Terry Castleton, Christie Thompson
Announcements:
Suzanne Scholz. Consider joining Sit’n’Sew, our new after-meeting sewing circle, open to all! Linda Morrison has brought directions for making a picnic quilt out of blue jeans, for those who stay to sit and sew. This will be available next month, as well.
Jane Alameda. Opportunity quilt is well underway, and incredible! Be sure to buy your tickets.
Betty Fessler. We need someone to chair quilt hanging and take-down. We can’t have a show without this position filled! Please
consider taking it on.
Barbara Haddon will be moving out of state to be near grandchildren. She produces our newsletter, using Publisher. We will need
someone to take that over. If you are interested, she will be here for a good part of this year, and will train you to compose our
newsletter.
Block of the month. If you’re participating, you can put your name in the envelope to receive the month’s blocks.
Program. Our featured quilter is Julie Curry, a quilt show judge, designer, and teacher.

Quilting Cruises, Terry Castleton. Organized by Terry and Julia, August 28 to Sept 7th, leaving from San Francisco to Sitka. This will
probably be their last one. Attendees come from all over the US, as well as South Africa and Australia. Four teachers, two going
out and two coming back. Costs $399 for the quilting (for 24 hours of class, plus gifts). The cruise cost depends on what you
choose, costs from about $1,200 for a cabin inside the ship and $2,000 for balcony cabin.
Programs: Suzanne Lee, Gail Coyle. Next month is our birthday party, and we will have a program rather than games. The program
will be on the Ninja Star.
The committee asks everyone to bring something. See the list to learn what category of food your name group is asked to bring.

Committee Reports:
Mystery Quilt: Rene Schultz-Hein. This next month, Mystery Quilters will do blocks 7, 8, and 9, and begin finishing in June. Renee
will be available the next two months after the Board meeting to help individuals with this project.
Freebie table: Suzanne Hoyt.
Please do not put fabric with pins in it onto the freebie table.
Show and Tell: Shery Loewen.

Linda Morrison, Terry Castleton, Christie Bengston, Lianna Jo Burger,
Gretchen Moore.
Block of the Month winner: Betty Fessler.
Winner is…Carol Corwin Weis.
Treasure chest: Debbie Strickler, Linda DeBolt.
Winners are…Debbie Strickler, Christie Thompson, Pat Dandy, Gail Coyle, Pat Dandy, Carol Corwin-Weiss.

Name Tag Drawing:
Winner is…Barbara Dore.
Meeting adjourned: 12:?? pm
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Ladies of the Lake Quilt Guild
Board Meeting Minutes
April 9, 2022

Board Members present: Jane Alameda, Pam Ayle, Suzanne Lee, Gretchen Moore, Martha De Leon, Renee Schultz-Hein, Marj
Sweeney, Carol Maxwell
Members present: Betty Fessler
Meeting called to order: 1:00
Old Business
Affiliates Report: Terry Phelps. Not present.
Dues Renewal Status. Members notified that they will be dropped from the roster if they have not paid by April 30.

Sit-n-Sew. None stayed for April.
QGNQ Meeting. This will be held at 10 am, April 30, Orland (no lunch). Jane will attend. Suzanne Scholz will attend, as well.
2022 Op Quilt. Jane will take it to the QGNQ to sell tickets, and advertise our show.
Quilt Show. A photo of the Op Quilt will be on the postcard advertising the show.
New Business
Batting: Marj Sweeney. What do we do with remaining disaster batting? Betty and Marj both have rolls of batting for this purpose.
It’s 80/20 batting. Marj’s roll is 100% polyester. Can this be used for baby quilts? Or for Op Quilts?
Decided: the batting will be put into the small storage unit, wrapped and off the ground.
Disaster quilts. We have about 10 disaster quilts at present. Betty suggested asking members to make one a year, so we’re prepared for upcoming disasters.
Audit. The audit is complete. We’ll do audits quarterly from now on so that we are prepared if an audit occurs.
2023 Op Quilt. Most of the blocks for the op quilt are completed. Three rows remain. The preparation done by members of the
committee has vastly facilitated the process. It will finish out at 100 x 100. It will fit a queen with enough to drape down.

Ventilation: Gretchen Moore, Jane Alameda. Ventilation restroom is inadequate. Either a fan in there does not operate or there is
no fan system. Jane spoke with the Senior Center management. The Center does not have the money to install one. One of the
toilets is loose/rocks, and may pose a sanitation issue. For the health and safety of all who use the facility, this should be addressed.
Pam Ayle moved, Renee Schultz-Hein seconded Renee: That we donate one of our existing quilts to the Senior Center to be used
for a raffle in fundraising to up grade the women’s bathroom. Motion passed.
Mini Show: Jane Alameda. Mainstreet Art Gallery offered to feature mini-quilts (20” and under) from the guild this June, in their
backroom, which is used for feature shows.
Would the quilts be for sale? Would the guild have to be a member of the Arts Council? Could we advertise our quilt show within
the display?
Jane will confirm the cost of joining the Arts Council. Gretchen will coordinate with Linda Kelly of the Gallery.
Quilt show: Suzanne Lee. Suzanne has secured Carrie Fondi to be the back-up artist for our featured quilter. Analie Belden will be
our featured quilter for 2023. Our featured quilters are listed on our website.
2026: Suzanne Lee. This will be the 250th anniversary of the USA. We might want to prepare a way to celebrate that.
Other quilt guild Op Quilts: Suzanne Lee. Can we include representatives from other guilds during our meeting, to promote their
Op Quilts and sell tickets. Decided: Yes.
Sunshine. Jane Ahrens is doing this. Suzanne with inform her of current needs.
Meeting adjourned: 2:00 pm.
Respectfully submitted: Carol Maxwell
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2022 Officers and Chairs
Committee Chairs

Executive Board
President

Jane Alameda

489-2013

Vice President

Suzanne Lee

245-6007

Secretary

Carol Maxwell

245-4894

Treasurer

Pam Ayle

562-533-1588

Member-at-Large

Marj Sweeney

Member-at-Large

Affiliates

Terry Phelps

707-274-1855

Block of the Month

Betty Fessler

707-279-5009

Community Service

Lan Ali-Adeeb
Lianna Jo Burger

510-299-5584
909-214-7690

994-1186

Creative Projects/
Challenge

Terry Phelps

707-274-1855

Renee Shultz-Hein

707-666-1110

Free Bees

Suzanne Hoyt

707-994-4890

Member-at-Large

Gretchen Moore

459-3141

Historian

Parliamentarian

Terry Phelps

274-1855

Hospitality

415-990-6033

Emeritus Member-at-Large

Martha DeLeon

263-0693

Barbara Dore’
Gail Coyle

Library

Kerry Hansing

925-698-5157

Membership

Shery Loewen

707-263-0462

Mystery Quilt

Renee ShultzHein

707-666-1110

Newsletter Editor

Barbara Haddon

415-209-3044

Newsletter Mailing

Susanne Scholz

707-245-6007

Opportunity Quilt

Shirley Liskey

707-245-1500

Post Mistress

Pam Ayle

562-533-1588

Programs

Suzanne Lee
Shirley Liskey

245-6007
707-245-1500

Publicity

Nanette Ettinger

408-442-7686

Quilt Show Chair

Betty Fessler

707-279-5009

Jane Ahrens

707-349-2801

Treasure Chest

Debbie Strickler

707-245-7087

Ways & Means

Gail Coyle

707-263-3219

Web Editor

Lan Ali-Adeeb

510-299-5584

Sew & Tell Info
We're on the Web:

Newsletter Deadline:
Due by 18th of the month.

www.LLQG.org
Lan Ali-Adeeb, Web Editor

Ladies of the Lake Calendar at a Glance 2022
May 14
May 15

Playing with Precuts
Class Ninja Star

June 11

Yes, You Can Put It on
Your Quilt
Kim Brownell
Jigsaw Puzzle Technique:

June 12

Sunrise/ Sunsets

Colleen Granger
Colleen Granger

Kim Brownell

Property &
Equipment

Round Robin
Secret Pals

Upcoming Events in Northern California

Set Up, meetings
Sharing & Caring

See a list of upcoming shows at
quiltinghub.com/Find/Events/Quilt-Shows/In/California
Springtime in the Pines Quilt Show, April 30 — May 1
Wine Country Quilt Show and Craft Sale, June 4 -- June 5
Oroville Piecemakers Open House, June 4

Show & Tell
Skills Day

Fort Bragg Quilt Show, June 25 — 26
“On the Road Again”, September 23 — 25
Mountain Heirloom Quilt Faire, October 21 — 23
Holland America Quilt Cruise to Mexico, November 26 — December 3
South Bay Quilters Guild Quilt Show, February 18 — 19, 2023
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Thank you to our Affiliates!

Sew Little Time Quilting

bolt fabric + home

337 Point San Pedro Road. San Rafael CA. 94901
415-686-6067
SewLittleTimeQuilting.com
colleen@SewLittleTimeQuilting.com
Colleen Granger, owner

219 North Cloverdale Blvd. Cloverdale, CA 95425
707-894-2658
boltcloverdale.com
info@boltcloverdale.com
Kate Barrett, owner

DARN CUTE QUILTS

Marian's Magic Needle Quilting

Machine Quilting by Kimberly Darnell
Hidden Valley Lake
707-350-1105
email: darncutequilts@yahoo.com

[formerly CuddleTime Quilts]
offering simple to complex custom quilting
1140 Sanford Ranch Rd. Ukiah CA. 95482
707-472-0195
cuddletimequilts@me.com
Marian Drain. SewBatik Associate. #LAP-1171

The Fat Quail Quilt Shop

Village Sewing Centre

Fabrics, kits & inspiration

Husqvarna, Pfaff & Singer— Sales, Education & Fabric

44550 N. Hwy 101. Laytonville CA. 95454
P O Box 641
707-984-6966
TheFatQuail.com
thefatquail@willitsonline.com
Debbie Bowles, owner

2 Locations

1252 Airport Park Blvd.
Ukiah, CA 95482
707 467-9383
506 Lewis Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
707 544-7529
VillageSewing.com ; jackiemac@villagesewing.com

Friends Around the Block Quilt Shop

Complete Stitch

211 8th Street
Colusa, CA 95932
530-458-7467
Carol Ann Lindquist, Owner
www.friendsaroundtheblock.com

Machine Quilting and Binding Services
Jeanie Larsen
Kelseyville, CA 95451
707-277-0960
completestitch@gmail.com
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Visit www.LLQG.org for up-to-the minute additions

Meeting at Lakeport Senior Center, 527 Konocti Ave., Lakeport
Saturday, May 14, 10 a.m.

Ladies of the Lake is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) organi-

Ladies of the Lake Quilt Guild
P O Box 875
Kelseyville CA 95451

To:
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